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Yeah, reviewing a book Roald Dahl The Witches Chapter Questions could amass your close contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, skill does not
recommend that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as well as conformity even more than new will have the funds for each success. bordering to, the revelation as skillfully as insight of this Roald Dahl The Witches Chapter Questions can be
taken as capably as picked to act.

KEY=DAHL - BOYER CINDY
The Witches Penguin From the World's No. 1 Storyteller, The Witches is a children's classic that has captured young reader's imaginations for generations. This is not a fairy tale.
This is about real witches. Grandmamma loves to tell about witches. Real witches are the most dangerous of all living creatures on earth. There's nothing they hate so much as
children, and they work all kinds of terrifying spells to get rid of them. Her grandson listens closely to Grandmamma's stories—but nothing can prepare him for the day he comes
face-to-face with The Grand High Witch herself! Now a major motion picture! How to Spot a Witch Penguin Reimagine Dahl's beloved classic in this gorgeous, hand-lettered gift book
perfect for The Witches fans of all ages! Featuring the best and brightest lines from Roald Dahl's magical story, this book displays the iconic quotes in creepy, whimsical, and artful
calligraphy. Highly illustrated, with quotes and passages from one of Roald Dahl's most beloved books, this gift book reimagines The Witches, rendering its lines in gorgeous,
creepy, and whimsical calligraphy -- making this a must-have for any Dahl collection! The witches Salem, 1692 Witch Hunter Analyzes the Salem Witch Trials to oﬀer key insights into
the role of women in its events while explaining how its tragedies became possible. The Witches Plays for Children Penguin UK Fun-to-perform plays for the classroom. A collection
of seven short playlets following the story of Roald Dahl's book in sequence. Some are for three or four actors and a couple are ideal for performance by a whole class. Full of
humour, excitement and magic and true to the spirit of Dahl's work. Similar in format to The Twits and The BFG: Plays for Children. Adapted by David Wood, well-known in children's
theatre (most recently for Goodnight Mister Tom). James and the Giant Peach Penguin From the World's No. 1 Storyteller, James and the Giant Peach is a children's classic that has
captured young reader's imaginations for generations. One of TIME MAGAZINE’s 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time After James Henry Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a
rhinoceros, he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and Sponge. Life there is no fun, until James accidentally drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and strange
things start to happen. The peach at the top of the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized friends—Grasshopper,
Centipede, Ladybug, and more. With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling away, and the great adventure begins! Roald Dahl is the author of numerous classic children’s
stories including Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Matilda, The BFG, and many more! “James and the Giant Peach remains a favorite among kids and parents alike nearly 60 years
after it was ﬁrst published, thanks to its vivid imagery, vibrant characters and forthright exploration of mature themes like death and hope.” —TIME Magazine The Only Thing Worse
Than Witches Penguin Roald Dahl meets Eva Ibbotson in this hilarious middle grade debut * "Fifth-grader Rupert Campbell lives in a world that combines Roald Dahl’s Witches and
Louis Sachar’s Wayside School. Readers will banish themselves from the ordinary world to ﬁnish this book in a ﬂash." --Kirkus Reviews, starred review Rupert Campbell is fascinated
by the witches who live nearby. He dreams of broomstick tours and souvenir potions, but the closest he can get to a witchy experience is sitting in class with his awful teacher Mrs.
Frabbleknacker, who smells like bellybutton lint and forbids Rupert’s classmates from talking to each other before, during, and after class. So when he sees an ad to become a
witch’s apprentice, Rupert simply can’t resist applying. But Witchling Two isn’t exactly what Rupert expected. With a hankering for lollipops and the magical aptitude of a toad, she
needs all the help she can get to pass her exams and become a full-ﬂedged witch. She’s determined to help Rupert stand up to dreadful Mrs. Frabbleknacker too, but the witchling's
magic will be as useful as a clump of seaweed unless Rupert can ﬁgure out a way to help her improve her spellcasting—and fast! The Twits Penguin From the bestselling author of
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Mr. and Mrs. Twit are the smelliest, nastiest, ugliest people in the world. They hate everything—except playing mean jokes on each
other, catching innocent birds to put in their Bird Pies, and making their caged monkeys, the Muggle-Wumps, stand on their heads all day. But the Muggle-Wumps have had enough.
They don't just want out, they want revenge. The Witches: The Graphic Novel Scholastic Inc. Roald Dahl's darkly funny masterpiece, The Witches, now available as a graphic novel
from Eisner Award-winning artist Pénélope Bagieu! Witches are real, and they are very, very dangerous. They wear ordinary clothes and have ordinary jobs, living in ordinary towns
all across the world -- and there's nothing they despise more than children. When an eight-year-old boy and his grandmother come face-to-face with the Grand High Witch herself,
they may be the only ones who can stop the witches' latest plot to stamp out every last child in the country!This full-color graphic novel edition of Roald Dahl's The Witches, adapted
and illustrated by Eisner Award winner Pénélope Bagieu, is the ﬁrst-ever Dahl story to appear in this format. Graphic novel readers and Roald Dahl fans alike will relish this dynamic
new take on a uniquely funny tale. The Witch Family HMH This story of two girls trying to banish a witch is “full of wonderful fun, excitement, and humor” (Library Journal). Old
Witch likes nothing better than to ﬂy around on her broomstick, crying “Heh-heh!” and casting abracadabras. But now she has been sent away . . . by two young girls. Amy and
Clarissa have decided that Old Witch is just too mean and wicked. So, drawing a rickety old house upon a barren glass hill, they exile Old Witch there with a warning: She better be
good, or else no Halloween! But to give Old Witch some company, they draw her a Little Witch Girl and a Weeny Witch Baby . . . Old Witch tries to be good, but anyone would get up
to no good in a place as lonely as the glass hill. And Amy and Clarissa are about to ﬁnd that out, when Old Witch magics them into her world of make-believe-made-real, in “a very
special book that is certain to give boundless pleasure—at any time of the year” (The Horn Book). “A classic for Halloween.” —Library Journal Which Witch? Pan Macmillan Which
Witch? is a brilliantly witty tale of magic and marriage by Eva Ibbotson, shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal. 'Find me a witch!' cried Arriman the Awful, feared Wizard of the North.
Arriman has decided to marry. His wife must be a witch of the darkest powers – but which witch will she be? To ﬁnd the most ﬁendish, he holds a spell-casting competition.
Glamorous Madame Olympia performs the terrifying Symphony of Death and conjures up a thousand plague-bearing rats. The magic of gentle Belladonna, the white witch, goes
hopelessly wrong. She produces perfumed ﬂowers instead of snakes. And bats roost in her golden hair instead of becoming blood-sucking vampires. Poor Belladonna longs to be an
evil enchantress – but how? 'This kind of fun will never fail to delight' - Philip Pullman. Man from the South (A Roald Dahl Short Story) Penguin UK Man from the South is a short,
sharp, chilling story from Roald Dahl, the master of the shocking tale. In Man from the South, Roald Dahl, one of the world's favourite authors, tells a sinister story about the darker
side of human nature. Here, a man takes part in a very unusual bet, one with appalling consequences . . . Man from the South is taken from the short story collection Someone Like
You, which includes seventeen other devious and shocking stories, featuring the wife who serves a dish that baﬄes the police; a curious machine that reveals the horrifying truth
about plants; the man waiting to be bitten by the venomous snake asleep on his stomach; and others. 'The absolute master of the twist in the tale.' (Observer ) This story is also
available as a Penguin digital audio download read by Stephen Mangan. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and
the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most
recently the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today. No Talking Simon and
Schuster In No Talking, Andrew Clements portrays a battle of wills between some spunky kids and a creative teacher with the perfect pitch for elementary school life that made
Frindle an instant classic. It’s boys vs. girls when the noisiest, most talkative, and most competitive ﬁfth graders in history challenge one another to see who can go longer without
talking. Teachers and school administrators are in an uproar, until an innovative teacher sees how the kids’ experiment can provide a terriﬁc and unique lesson in communication.
Going Solo Penguin UK In Going Solo, the world's favourite storyteller, Roald Dahl, tells of life as a ﬁghter pilot in Africa. 'They did not think for one moment that they would ﬁnd
anything but a burnt-out fuselage and a charred skeleton, and they were astounded when they came upon my still-breathing body lying in the sand nearby.' In 1938 Roald Dahl was
fresh out of school and bound for his ﬁrst job in Africa, hoping to ﬁnd adventure far from home. However, he got far more excitement than he bargained for when the outbreak of
the Second World War led him to join the RAF. His account of his experiences in Africa, crashing a plane in the Western Desert, rescue and recovery from his horriﬁc injuries in
Alexandria, ﬂying a Hurricane as Greece fell to the Germans, and many other daring deeds, recreates a world as bizarre and unnerving as any he wrote about in his ﬁction. 'Very
nearly as grotesque as his ﬁction. The same compulsive blend of wide-eyed innocence and fascination with danger and horror' Evening Standard 'A non-stop demonstration of expert
raconteurship' The New York Times Book Review Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda,
and many more classics for children, also wrote scores of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most recently the inspiration
for the West End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today. George's Marvelous Medicine Penguin This
collectable hardcover edition will feature a beautiful cover and deluxe packaging, including color interior text and illustrations! From the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and Matilda comes the story of a not-so-lovely grandma, a boy, and a magical medicine. George is alone in the house with Grandma. The most horrid, grizzly old
grunion of a grandma ever. She needs something stronger than her usual medicine to cure her chronic grouchiness. A special grandma medicine, a remedy for everything. And
George knows just what to put into it. Grandma’s in for the surprise of her life–and so is George, when he sees the results of his mixture! My Uncle Oswald Penguin Meet Oswald
Hendryks Cornelius, Roald Dahl's most disgraceful and extraordinary character . . . Aside from being thoroughly debauched, strikingly attractive and astonishingly wealthy, Uncle
Oswald was the greatest bounder, bon vivant and fornicator of all time. In this instalment of his scorchingly frank memoirs he tells of his early career and erotic education at the
hands of a number of enthusiastic teachers, of discovering the invigorating properties of the Sudanese Blister Beetle, and of the gorgeous Yasmin Howcomely, his electrifying
partner in a most unusual series of thefts . . . 'Raunchy and cheeky entertainment' Sunday Express 'Immense fun' Daily Telegraph Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed
author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores of short stories for adults. These delightfully
disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most recently the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to
make readers shiver today. The Vicar of Nibbleswicke Penguin UK The Reverend Lee is suﬀering from a rare and acutely embarrassing condition: Back-to-Front Dyslexia. It aﬀects
only his speech, and he doesn't realize he's doing it, but the parishioners of Nibbleswicke are shocked and confused by his seemingly outrageous comments. At last a cure is found
and the mild-mannered vicar can resume normal service. Or at least as normal as is possible for a man who must walk backwards to be sure of talking forwards! A highly comic tale
in the best Dahl tradition of craziness, written for the beneﬁt of the Dyslexia Institute. Esio Trot Random House This treat of a reptile-inspired romance is revived by a fresh new
cover look. Punished! Millbrook Press ™ Logan and his friend Benedict run into the wrong guy at the library - literally. When Logan slams into the reference guy in the basement and
gives him a little lip, Logan gets punished, really and truly punished. He has three days to complete three tasks before Professor Wordsworth will lift the magical punishment that
keeps getting Logan in even more trouble. A Matter-of-Fact Magic Book: The Witch at the Window Random House Books for Young Readers For decades, Ruth Chew’s classic chapter
books full of everyday magic have enchanted early readers. Now that they are in print again, a new generation can fall under her spell and fall in love with reading. Why did a witch
appear at Nick’s window? Could it have something to do with a mysterious tree in Prospect Park? Ever since Nick and Marjorie discovered it, strange things have been happening.
First, they ﬁnd an odd spoon with no owner. Then a spooky bird follows them home—and talks to them! It must be the witch’s magic! But where has she vanished to? And what is
she looking for? Fantastic Mr. Fox Puﬃn Three farmers, each one meaner than the other, try all-out warfare to get rid of the fox and his family. George's Marvellous Medicine
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ePenguin 'From now on, you must eat cabbage three times a day... And if it's got caterpillars in it, so much the better!' Most grandmas are kind and helpful ladies. Not George's
grandma. She's a grumpy and grizzly old grouch and George wants to teach her a lesson. So when it's time for her medicine, George concocts a mixture which is guaranteed to send
her through the roof... This also includes a whole new exciting end section about Roald Dahl and his world. How to Avoid Witches Puﬃn Inspired by Roald Dahl's spine-tingling story
The Witches, we present the ultimate guide to witch-spotting, stuﬀed with fun activities, stories, jokes and more! **BRAND NEW FEATURE FILM COMING TO CINEMAS IN 2020,
STARRING ANNE HATHAWAY, OCTAVIA SPENCER, CHRIS ROCK AND STANLEY TUCCI** Witches are hiding everywhere in plain sight and want to rid the world of smelly children like
YOU! 'For all you know, a witch might be living next door to you right now . . .' It's tricky to spot them because they look so ORDINARY. They have ORDINARY jobs, live in ORDINARY
houses and wear ORDINARY clothes. That's what makes them so hard to catch . . . This book is the ultimate guide to bringing down witch-kind, packed with activities, extracts from
the original story, games and bonus material. The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar Penguin Seven superb short stories from the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory and The BFG! Meet the boy who can talk to animals and the man who can see with his eyes closed. And ﬁnd out about the treasure buried deep underground. A cleaver mix
of fact and ﬁction, this collection also includes how master storyteller Roald Dahl became a writer. With Roald Dahl, you can never be sure where reality ends and fantasy begins.
"All the tales are entrancing inventions." —Publishers Weekly The BFG (Colour Edition) Penguin UK 'Human beans is not really believing in giants, is they? Human beans is not
thinking we exist.' On a dark, silvery moonlit night, Sophie is snatched from her bed by a giant. Luckily it is the Big Friendly Giant, the BFG, who only eats snozzcumbers and glugs
frobscottle. But there are other giants in Giant Country. Fifty foot brutes who gallop far and wide every night to ﬁnd human beans to eat. Can Sophie and her friend the BFG stop
them? Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Penguin Willy Wonka's famous chocolate factory is opening at last! But only ﬁve lucky children will be allowed inside. And the winners are:
Augustus Gloop, an enormously fat boy whose hobby is eating; Veruca Salt, a spoiled-rotten brat whose parents are wrapped around her little ﬁnger; Violet Beauregarde, a dimwitted gum-chewer with the fastest jaws around; Mike Teavee, a toy pistol-toting gangster-in-training who is obsessed with television; and Charlie Bucket, Our Hero, a boy who is
honest and kind, brave and true, and good and ready for the wildest time of his life! Who Was Roald Dahl? Penguin Just in time for Roahl Dahl Month! Roald Dahl is one of the most
famous children's book authors ever. Now in this Who Was . . . ? biography, children will learn of his real-life adventures. A ﬂying ace for the British Air Force, he was married to an
Academy Award-winning actress. He also wrote books and screenplays for adults. Entertaining and readable, this biography has 80 black-and-white illustrations. The Missing Golden
Ticket and Other Splendiferous Secrets Penguin Secrets and surprises from Roald Dahl! Feast your eyes on a secret! Between these covers is a long-lost chapter—and the original
ending—from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and other delicious never-before-seen tidbits from Mr. Wonka's factory. Then slip into some tasty tales from Roald Dahl's life to
discover more about the world's No. 1 storyteller. No Roald Dahl collection is complete without this splendiferous treat! Love from Boy Roald Dahl's Letters to His Mother Penguin
From the author of The BFG, Matilda, James and the Giant Peach, Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, and many more beloved classics—a whimsical, witty, and revealing
collection of the legendary children’s author and writer Roald Dahl's letters written to his mother, from early childhood through Dahl’s travels to Africa, his career in the Royal Air
Force, his work in post-war Washington, D.C., and Hollywood, and the books that made him a literary star. Roald Dahl penned his ﬁrst letter to his mother, Soﬁe Magdalene, when he
was just nine years old. The origins of a brilliantly funny, subversive, creative mind were evident in boarding school, and as he entered adulthood, his penchant for storytelling
emerged in his missives home from Africa, where he was stationed by Shell Oil, and then the desert camps of the Royal Air Force. His skills were sharpened after a plane crash in
Egypt landed him in Washington, D.C., where his cheery letters home were cover for his work in the British Secret Service, along with gossipy updates on his spontaneous rise in
Hollywood and his budding New York literary career. His mother was, in many ways, Dahl’s ﬁrst reader, and without her correspondence he might never have become a writer. Soﬁe
Magdalene kept every letter her son wrote to her (sadly, her own side of the correspondence did not survive). It was she who encouraged him to tell stories and nourished his desire
to fabricate, exaggerate, and entertain. In these letters, Dahl began practicing his craft, developing the dark sense of humor and fantastical imagination that would later produce
his timeless tales. The author of James and the Giant Peach, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Matilda, and The BFG, Dahl is known by millions the world over today. But, writing
candidly to the person who knew him best, Dahl was as singular a character as any he created on paper. Assembled by Dahl’s authorized biographer Donald Sturrock, Love from Boy
is a remarkable collection of never-before-published writing that spans four decades and chronicles the remarkable, unpredictable life of its author. While Dahl’s books remain
bestselling favorites for all ages, Love from Boy provides an unprecedented glimpse of the author through his own eyes—a life punctuated by tragedy, creative stagnation,
unexpected fame, and fantastic adventure. William and Mary (A Roald Dahl Short Story) Penguin UK William and Mary is a brilliant gem of a short story from Roald Dahl, the master
of the sting in the tail. In William and Mary, Roald Dahl, one of the world's favourite authors, tells a sinister story about the darker side of human nature. Here, a wronged woman
takes revenge on her dead husband . . . William and Mary is taken from the short story collection Kiss Kiss, which includes ten other devious and shocking stories, featuring the wife
who pawns the mink coat from her lover with unexpected results; the priceless piece of furniture that is the subject of a deceitful bargain; a husband and wife who hit upon a novel
way to feed their baby; and others. 'Unnerving bedtime stories, subtle, proﬁcient, hair-raising and done to a turn.' (San Francisco Chronicle ) This story is also available as a Penguin
digital audio download read by Juliet Stevenson and Adrian Scarborough. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and
the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most
recently the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today. The Minpins Penguin UK A
classic Roald Dahl story with gorgeous full-colour illustrations by Patrick Benson. Little Billy's mum says he must never go out through the garden gate and explore the dark forest
beyond. So, one day, that's exactgly what he does. There he meets the Minpins: miniature people who live int he hollow trees. They soon warn Little Billy of the fearsome, galloping
Gruncher, who has grunched thousands of Minpins. And it will gobble up Little Billy too - uness he can ﬁnd a way to defeat the hungry beast, once and for all... Look out for new
Roald Dahl apps in the App store and Google Play- including the disgusting TWIT OR MISS! inspired by the revolting Twits. Look out for the whole collection of wondercrump Roald
Dahl books! The Enormous Crocodile; Fantastic Mr Fox; The Giraﬀe and the Pelly and Me; The Magic ﬁnger; The Twits; The BFP; Boy: Tales of Childhood; Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory; Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator; The Complete Adventures of Charlie and Mr Willy Wonka; Danny the Champion of the World; George's Marvellous Medicine; Going Solo;
James and the Giant Peach; Matilda; The Witches; Dirty Beasts; The Minpins; Revolting Rhymes For Teens: The Great Automatic Grammatizator and Other Stories; Rhyme Stew; Skin
and Other Stories; The Vicar of Nibbleswicke; The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar and Six More Magic Finger Puﬃn Jessica Hart has never forgotten Matthew Landley. After all, he
was her ﬁrst love when she was ﬁfteen years old. But he was also her school maths teacher, and their forbidden aﬀair ended in scandal with his arrest and imprisonment. Now,
seventeen years later, Matthew returns with a new identity, a long-term girlfriend and a young daughter, who know nothing of what happened before. Yet when he runs into Jessica,
neither of them can ignore the emotional ties that bind them together. With so many secrets to keep hidden, how long can Jessica and Matthew avoid the dark mistakes of their past
imploding in the present? The Landlady (A Roald Dahl Short Story) Penguin UK The Landlady is a brilliant gem of a short story from Roald Dahl, the master of the sting in the tail. In
The Landlady, Roald Dahl, one of the world's favourite authors, tells a sinister story about the darker side of human nature. Here, a young man in need of room meets a most
accommodating landlady . . . The Landlady is taken from the short story collection Kiss Kiss, which includes ten other devious and shocking stories, featuring the wife who pawns
the mink coat from her lover with unexpected results; the priceless piece of furniture that is the subject of a deceitful bargain; a wronged woman taking revenge on her dead
husband, and others. 'Unnerving bedtime stories, subtle, proﬁcient, hair-raising and done to a turn.' (San Francisco Chronicle ) This story is also available as a Penguin digital audio
download read by Tamsin Greig. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more
classics for children, also wrote scores of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most recently the inspiration for the West End
play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today. The Witch Trade Abby and Spike are drawn into a world of witches,
hidden caverns, fabulous boats, captive children, lost parents, and a quest to ﬁnd Ice Dust - the source of magical power. With their strange new companions - Captain Starlight,
Benbow the giant albatross, and Sir Chadwick Street, ﬂamboyant Master of the Light Witches - they hurtle through perilous seas, face fearsome monsters, and do battle with an
enemy darker and dirtier than they could ever have imagined. Boy Tales of Childhood Penguin Find out where the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The
BFG got all his wonderful story ideas in this autobiographical account of his childhood! From his own life, of course! As full of excitement and the unexpected as his world-famous,
best-selling books, Roald Dahl's tales of his own childhood are completely fascinating and ﬁendishly funny. Did you know that Roald Dahl nearly lost his nose in a car accident? Or
that he was once a chocolate candy tester for Cadbury's? Have you heard about his involvement in the Great Mouse Plot of 1924? If not, you don’t yet know all there is to know
about Roald Dahl. Sure to captivate and delight you, the boyhood antics of this master storyteller are not to be missed! Roald Dahl's Book of Ghost Stories Michael Joseph Fourteen
terrifying ghost stories chosen by the master of the macabre, Roald Dahl. 'Spookiness is the real purpose of the ghost story. It should give you the creeps and disturb your thoughts
. . .' Who better to choose the ultimate in spine-chillers than Roald Dahl, whose own sinister stories have teased and twisted the imagination of millions? Here are fourteen of his
favourite ghost stories, including Sheridan Le Fanu's The Ghost of a Hand, Edith Wharton's Afterward, Cynthia Asquith's The Corner Shop and Mary Treadgold's The Telephone. Roald
Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and many more classics for children, also wrote scores
of short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing tales have often been ﬁlmed and were most recently the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's Twisted Tales by
Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's stories continue to make readers shiver today. The Giraﬀe and the Pelly and Me (Colour Edition) Penguin UK The classic Roald Dahl story with fabulous
full-colour illustrations by Quentin Blake. Billy's biggest wish is to turn a weird old wooden house into a wonderful sweet shop. But then he ﬁnds a giraﬀe, a pelly and a monkey
living inside - they're the Ladderless Window Cleaners! Who needs ladders when you've got a giraﬀe? They become best friends and when they meet the richest man in all England,
there's a chance Billy's scrumptious-galumptious dream just might come true . . . Look out for new Roald Dahl apps in the App store and Google Play- including the disgusting TWIT
OR MISS! inspired by the revolting Twits. The Cavendish Home for Boys and Girls Simon and Schuster Practically-perfect twelve-year-old Victoria Wright must lie, sneak, and break
the rules when her investigation of the disappearance of her best--and only--friend, Lawrence, reveals dark secrets about her town and the orphanage run by the reclusive Mrs.
Cavendish. My Weird School Daze #2: Mr. Sunny Is Funny! Harper Collins With more than 30 million books sold, the My Weird School series really gets kids reading! In the second
book in My Weird School Daze—the hilarious second arc of the My Weird School series—A.J. is taking a much-needed summer vacation with his family. But all bets are oﬀ when
Andrea and her family rent the beach house next door. Not even the funny beach lifeguard Mr. Sunny can save them from this weird summer! Perfect for reluctant readers and word
lovers alike, Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang. Spotty Powder and Other
Splendiferous Secrets (Pocket Money Puﬃn) Penguin UK A treasure trove of Dahl! Amazing facts - some funny, some silly - and an original chapter from Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory make this a splendiferous, surprising and delicious treat from the wonderful world of Roald Dahl! Summer of the Gypsy Moths Harper Collins From Clementine author Sara
Pennypacker, this is a poignant middle-grade novel about two foster children who must ﬁnd a way to work together in order to survive. Eleven-year-old Stella misses her (unreliable)
mom, but she loves it at great-aunt Louise’s house. Louise lives on Cape Cod, where Stella hopes her mom will someday come and settle down. The only problem? Angel, the foster
kid Louise has taken in. The two girls live together but
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